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FOR AMBASSADOR FROM SECRETARY

SUBJECT: COMBATTING TERRORISM

1. THE PRESIDENT HAS CHARGED ME WITH RESPONSIBILITY FOR
U.S. EFFORTS TO MOBILIZE THE INTERNATIONAL COMMUNITY TO
TAKE ACTION TO COMBAT TERRORISM IN THE WAKE OF THE MUNICH
TRAGEDY. WE BELIEVE THAT AS PART OF OUR EFFORTS, IT
WOULD BE WORTHWHILE TO TRY TO GET ARAB STATES WHICH
IMPLICITLY OR EXPLICITLY CONDONE TERRORISM TO SEE
THEMSELVES AS OTHERS SEE THEM. WE ARE ATTEMPTING TO CON-
VEY OUR VIEWS ON THIS SCORE TO ARAB STATES WITH WHICH WE
HAVE INFLUENCE. INASMUCH AS SUCH U.S. EFFORTS ARE
HAMPERED, HOWEVER, BY ARAB PERCEPTION OF U.S. AS A
SUPPORTER OF ISRAEL, WE BELIEVE OTHER CAPITALS, SUCH AS
ACTION ADDRESSEES, WHICH WE SEE AS SHARING OUR AIM OF
COMBATTING TERRORISM, MAY BE IN BETTER POSITION THAN WE
TO CONVINCE ARAB FRIENDS THAT CONDONING OR MAINTAINING
AMBIVALENT ATTITUDE TOWARD TERRORISM IS AGAINST ARABS'
BEST INTERESTS.

2. YOU SHOULD THEREFORE APPROACH HOST GOVERNMENTS AT
HIGHEST APPROPRIATE LEVEL FOR PURPOSE OF SUGGESTING THAT
THESE GOVERNMENTS TRY TO FIND WAYS TO GET ACROSS TO ARABS
THE NEGATIVE EFFECTS THAT SUPPORT OF OR FAILURE TO DIS-
ASSOCIATE SELVES FROM TERRORISM HAVE ON ARAB IMAGE AND
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REAL INTERESTS. IN ADDITION TO EXPLAINING PURPOSE OF THIS EXERCISE ALONG ABOVE LINES, YOU MAY PRESENT FOLLOWING ARGUMENTS FOR POSSIBLE USE BY HOST GOVERNMENTS IN MAKING CASE AGAINST TERRORISM WITH ARABS.

{A} MUNICH TRAGEDY HAS ONCE AGAIN BROUGHT HOME LESSON THAT TERRORISM WORKS AGAINST BEST ARAB INTERESTS. IN OUR JUDGMENT, ARAB IMAGE IN WORLD PUBLIC OPINION, NOT JUST AMERICAN OPINION, HAS BEEN BADLY TARNISHED. DESPITE FACT THAT MOST RESPONSIBLE ARABS PRIVATELY RECOGNIZE NEGATIVE IMPACT OF TERRORISM ON ARAB INTERESTS, THEIR FAILURE, BY AND LARGE, TO DISASSOCIATE THEMSELVES FROM TERRORIST ACTS PLACES EVEN THESE RESPONSIBLE ELEMENTS IN ROLE OF SUPPORTERS OF TERRORISM IN EYES OF WORLD. POSITION TAKEN BY SOME ARAB GOVERNMENTS THAT THEY HAVE NO CONNECTION WITH TERRORIST ACTS IS SIMPLY NOT CREDIBLE TO INTERNATIONAL OPINION. INAS-MUCH AS TERRORISTS CARRY ARAB PASSPORTS, OPERATE FROM ARAB COUNTRIES, BROADCAST AND PRINT THEIR VIEWS FROM ARAB CAPITALS, ETC., MOREOVER, FAILURE TO EXERT MORE CONTROL RENDERS POLICIES OF ARAB GOVERNMENTS PRISONER TO SITUATION CREATED BY TERRORISTS.

{B} PROSPECTS FOR JUST AND LASTING MIDDLE EAST PEACE HAVE BEEN SERIOUSLY UNDERMINED BY TERRORISM. SUCH ACTS AS MUNICH MURDERS HAVE IN FACT MARKEDLY RAISED TENSIONS IN MIDDLE EAST. AS LONG AS TERRORIST WAR IS INFLECTED ON ISRAEL, ISRAELIS, AS MUCH AS WE MAY WISH IT WERE OTHERWISE, WILL INEVITABLY WAGE COUNTER-WAR, AS WITNESS RECENT RETALIATORY RAIDS AGAINST PEFAYEEN INSTALLATIONS IN LEBANON AND SYRIA. AREA SITUATION CAN QUICKLY BECOME VERY DANGEROUS UNDER SUCH CIRCUMSTANCES. FURTHERMORE, ARAB DIPLOMATIC EFFORTS AT UN AND IN OTHER INTERNATIONAL FORUMS IN FAVOR OF PEACEFUL RESOLUTION OF ARAB-ISRAELI CONFLICT LOSE CREDIBILITY WHEN ARABS AT SAME TIME ARE SEEN AS PROMOTING, TACITLY OR EXPLICITLY, INDISCRIMINATE VIOLENCE.

{C} WHILE WE RECOGNIZE SOME ARAB GOVERNMENTS WILL CONTINUE TO FEEL THEY CANNOT CONDEMN TERRORISTS PUBLICLY, WE WOULD HOPE THEY COULD AT LEAST DISASSOCIATE THEMSELVES FROM THE TERRORISTS BY DENYING LATTER MEANS AND OPPORTUNITIES OF OPERATING FROM TERRITORY OF ARAB STATES IN QUESTION. ALTHOUGH DECISION TO DO SO MIGHT INVOLVE STRAINS, NET RESULT WOULD WORK GREATLY TO ARAB ADVANTAGE BY IMPROVING ARAB PUBLIC IMAGE, INCREASING CHANCES FOR ULTIMATE PEACE, AND ENHANCING SECURITY OF ARAB STATES.
3. You should point out Black September Organization (BSO) has claimed credit not only for Munich massacre but also for murder of Jordanian Prime Minister Wasfi Tell in Cairo in November 1971, attempted murder of Jordanian Ambassador to U.K. Zaid Rifai in December 1971, hijacking of Sabena jetliner to Tel Aviv in May 1972, and blowing up of oil storage tanks in Trieste in August 1972. Our information indicates that BSO has clandestine links with Fatah. Yasir Arafat, head of Palestine Liberation Organization (the overall umbrella organization) and Fatah (main component of PLO), was quoted after Munich massacre as emphasizing unity of all PLO organizations, thus lending credence to indications of linkage of BSO to Fatah. It is thus not credible to make distinction, as terrorist organizations and certain Arab governments sometimes try to do, between "respectable" PLO organizations and those engaging in indiscriminate terrorism. We therefore hope that governments will express publicly their condemnation not only of BSO but of PLO terrorism in general and at the same time call publicly on states harboring or supporting terrorists to cease this support. You should also point out that silence on part of governments would contribute to perpetuation of myth that there is no connection between "respectable" PLO and those practicing terrorism.
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